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FoReWoRD
2018-2019

Welcome to the 2018/19 Annual Report for the south east territory,

covering the reporting period April 2018 to March 2019. 

In this, our ninth year in operation, we successfully delivered nine new

or refurbished facilities across the territory worth more than £92m.

each of these contributes to the achievement of scottish Government

national performance Framework objectives and takes us another step

towards becoming our clients’ Development partner of Choice. there

are now 73 modern, high quality health, community and educational

facilities open and operational that have been delivered by Hub south

east in partnership with clients in edinburgh, the lothians and the

scottish Borders. 

With a programme value of more than £700m, there continues to be a

good level of activity and, with each project, our partnership with

clients is stronger. We continue to deliver real added value in relation to

local community benefits, wider economic gain and value for money,

all of which you can see demonstrated throughout this Annual Report. 

alex Mccrorie
Chair

South East Territory

Partnering Board 

Paul brewer
Chair

Hub South East

Scotland Ltd
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this year we successfully delivered three new learning

facilities: the innovative West calder High School;

newbattle community campus, Scotland’s first digital

centre for Excellence; and Wallyford Primary – one of the

country’s largest primary schools. all major investments for

clients, it demonstrates the strength of the partnership that

Hub South East was entrusted to deliver such key facilities. 

another testament to continued collaboration is handing

over the 25th rising rolls school extension in Edinburgh -

an excellent example of how Hub can add value by

delivering flexible solutions in quicker timescales than

traditional procurement, helping clients to tackle strategic

objectives. 

leith Meanwhile, a small community regeneration project

with big impact, highlights where we add value through

strategic support. Hub South East was integral in the site

selection, funding application and delivery, supporting

collaboration between the council, nHS, social enterprise

and third sector. 

We’re encouraged by an increasing desire amongst public

sector bodies to collaborate and share best practice. recent

discussions at the territory Partnering board (tPb) and our

well attended learning conversation event have reflected

this. it was positive to see senior representation from both

East and West lothian councils on the debate panel. there’s

clearly an appetite for working together to generate better

outcomes and both the tPb and Hub South East will ensure

this is translated into action 

We now have a strong base of evidence demonstrating the

tangible benefits committed to in the territory’s strategic

vision. We remain focused on wider economic impact and

are proud that again this year we have realised a range of

community benefits, meeting and exceeding targets in

all areas. to date, we’ve supported 397 new jobs, 129

graduates and 471 new and existing apprentice/trainee

places, as well as facilitating more than 4300 work

placement days and 31,500 site, school and further

education visits. 

84% of the value of work packages on completed projects

since 2010 have been awarded to Scottish SMEs. We have

three tier 1 contractors focussed on ensuring this level of

support continues, making accessing Hub projects easy for

small businesses. collectively our three tier 1s employ over

1400 people in Scotland. they have an average of 335

Scottish SMEs on their supply chain and have a turnover of

£830m annually in Scotland. using the economic multiplier

for construction (stated in the construction Scotland

industry Strategy 2019-22 as £2.94 for every £1 spend)

collectively the business of these three tier 1s drives

£2.4bn of economic activity in Scotland.

as we work with a supply chain that reinvests so much back

into the Scottish economy, we’re building on the strengths

of both the public and private sectors to maximise gain for

our clients and the areas they serve. it’s particularly

encouraging to see the use of the Social Value Portal in

evidencing this, for example with the Wallyford Primary

project resulting in a £5.8m economic gain for the local

area. territory-wide we hope to use this tool more on future

projects, proving that Hub South East projects are making a

real difference locally. 

looking ahead, over the coming year we will handover the

largest Hub project to date in Scotland, the East lothian

community Hospital, as well as two revenue funded

education projects in Edinburgh and the Scottish borders

and a number of smaller education and health facilities

across the territory. our strategic partnering service will

continue to assist clients in identifying and developing new

opportunities and we will further explore opportunities for

joint working between clients, particularly in relation to

helping them deliver the learning Estate Strategy. 

We would like to take this opportunity to thank all those

organisations and individuals who contribute to the

success of the Hub initiative in the South East territory.

it’s a real collaborative effort and we look forward to

continuing this strong partnership working in the

coming year.



teRRItoRy pRoGRAMMe DIReCtoR’s
annual rEPort

in my last annual report i commented on the review of KPis which was

then underway. this has now been concluded for some time and a

revised suite of KPis was approved by the Hub South East board and the

February 2018 territory Partnering board (tPb). they are more relevant

to clients' interests and more tightly defined where this was necessary. 

reporting for the twelve month period 1st april 2018 to 31st March 2019

is therefore against the revised set of KPis. 

i have examined the evidence held by Hub South East for its

achievement across a wide range of KPis and projects undertaken.

I can report that I am satisfied from the evidence submitted that

Hub south east has met its KpI targets for the 2018/19 year, with

no Significant Performance Failures or track record Events. the

performance section of this annual report (page 32) provides a

more general overview against the KPis.

Gordon Shirreff 

Territory Programme

Director
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enABlInG FunDs

one of the most significant achievements in the past year

has been the conversion of clients’ working capital into an

Enabling Fund. Establishing this required each client to

approve a Supplemental agreement to the territory

Partnering agreement. although this process took several

months, i am pleased to report that all clients agreed to the

conversion and the fund was set up in September 2018. 

the Enabling Fund, as the term suggests, intends to

provide funding support to potential projects which are

at an early stage of development and where alternative

sources of funding are not available. it funds activities such

as feasibility studies, site surveys, project management

and business case preparation. as a result, it is hoped that

potential projects can be developed to the point where a

decision to proceed or not can be made. 

clients are required to provide match funding to

the extent of 33.33% of the funding received. in most

circumstances, clients are required eventually to

repay the Enabling Funds and in this way the value of

the fund is maintained. 

already four projects have been approved to receive

support:

• Scottish borders council – Proposed care Village

• Scottish borders council/Police Scotland – Joint review

of operational Facilities in Galashiels and Hawick

• city of Edinburgh council – currie High School

• East lothian council/ nHS lothian – East lothian

Hospital re-provision and Extra care Housing

a number of these projects involve joint working across

clients and therefore offer the opportunity for sharing

knowledge across a number of organisations.

as part of the currie High School project, city of Edinburgh

council wish to explore the possibility of designing the

school to Passivhaus sustainability standards. this approach

has not previously been taken in the design of schools in

Scotland and the work, funded by Enabling Funds,

therefore represents an area where outcomes can be

shared with other clients and territories across Scotland.

the Enabling Fund is an excellent example of an advantage

of participation in Hub South East which is simply not

available through alternative procurement routes. 

eARly yeARs

in last year’s annual report, i commented on the Scottish

Government’s policy to provide 1140 hours of early years

provision for each child and the potential for this to result

in a significant number of small projects for Hub.

unfortunately only a small number of early years projects

have been procured through Hub. Whilst Hub remains

ready to assist with project delivery as the Scottish

Government’s deadline of august 2020 approaches, it

seems that the opportunity for collaboration on design

and specification may have been lost. 

FutuRe eDuCAtIon InVestMent

in november 2018 the Scottish Government announced a

further wave of major investment in the school estate, the

details of which are still being worked through with coSla.

there is still a large appetite amongst the South East local

authorities for further schools investment, and with its

positive reputation for delivering, this must represent a

major potential for Hub South East. it is to be hoped that

this investment will afford the opportunity for collaboration

and resulting mutual benefit and i will be working with

Hub and clients to, as far as possible, bring this about. 

tpB

the territory Partnering board has worked well during

2018/19. Gradually the focus of board meetings has

switched from monitoring Hub’s performance to a more

strategic role of considering challenges that impact on

clients and how Hub can assist in meeting these challenges.

this approach has resulted in a number of presentations at

recent meetings on topics as diverse as the Scottish

7
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Government’s “Place” agenda and the Edinburgh and

South East Scotland city region deal. these, and other

presentations, have frequently stimulated interesting

discussions at tPbs.

populAtIon GRoWtH 

one of the major factors impacting on service provision in

our territory, is population growth. Projections by the

national records of Scotland show that four of the five

areas forecast to have the greatest increase in population

in Scotland are in the South East territory. the greatest

projected increase over the period 2016 to 2026 is in

Midlothian (+13.5%), followed by East lothian (+8.6%).

city of Edinburgh (+7.7%) and West lothian (+6.6%) - 

well above the Scottish average of +3.2%. Scottish borders

projected increase is +2.0%. no doubt it is the economic

vibrancy, standard of living and employment opportunities

which are attracting migration from other parts of Scotland. 

the projections for the population increase of those aged

over 75 is quite startling. between 2016 and 2026 West

lothian (+46%) and Midlothian (+40.6%) have the greatest

projected increases in Scotland. East lothian (+34.6%) and

Scottish borders (+33.5%) are also well above the Scottish

average of +27.3%. 

these projected population increases inevitably place

pressure on service provision and create a demand for a

range of new community infrastructure projects at both

ends of the age spectrum. these are the types of project

Hub was established to provide. Population growth across

the territory clearly represents a challenge for clients and

an opportunity for Hub to work alongside them to develop

innovative and affordable approaches to rising demand for

services. Hub South East is already engaged with Scottish

borders and East lothian councils on developing solutions

to meet the need for assisted living accommodation. Here

again, through the tPb, we will be sharing ideas and

findings with the other clients. this area also represents an

opportunity for Hub to diversify its project pipeline away

from any possible over reliance on schools and community

health projects.  Hub South East has concluded that it is in

this area, assisted living rather than more general social

housing, that it has the most to offer. 

CoMMunIty BeneFIts

clients are becoming more sophisticated in what they look

for in community benefits. although the traditional types of

community benefit, such as apprenticeships and new jobs

created, remain important, there is a trend towards looking

for lasting economic benefit. alongside SFt, Hub South East

is working with the Social Value Portal to quantify, across a

wide range of measures, the benefit to communities of

procuring projects through the Hub model. 

at a tPb this year, Hub South East launched a community

benefit statement personalised to an individual council,

with the intention that this be rolled out for each client.

this approach, which is to be welcomed, recognises that

clients, particularly local authorities, are specifically

interested in, and their future procurement decisions may

be influenced by, benefits which accrue to their respective

communities.

sHAReD FACIlItIes  

in december 2018, meetings were held in each of our

local authority client areas with the local authority,

relevant health board and other clients. the intention of

these meetings, arranged by myself and Paul McGirk,

was to identify opportunities for providing services from

shared facilities. this is very much in accordance with the

Scottish Government’s policy that single use facilities

should not be developed. these meetings proved to be

extremely useful and a number of opportunities were

identified where further engagement is required. 

In conclusion, 2018/19 has again been a positive one

for our territory. our challenge for the year just begun

is to demonstrate beyond doubt the benefits of the

Hub model to clients and therefore further secure Hub

south east’s position as the development partner

of choice. this will require continued and deeper

cooperation between Hub, clients and sFt.
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HuB soutH eAst
cHiEF ExEcutiVE’S rEPort

We have many successes to be proud of in 2018/19. In total,

during this 12 month reporting period from April 2018, our

team has worked on the completion of developments totalling

£92m, the start of construction of new facilities valued at more

than £72m and the project development on qualifying projects

valued at £237m. 

in health, we continued the construction of Scotland’s largest

revenue funded Hub project – East lothian community Hospital.

based on feedback from the outpatients department, handed over

in early 2018, when the remainder of the Hospital opens at the end

of this year, it will live up to the promise of making a real difference

to the residents of East lothian. 

We also completed a £1.3m community regeneration project in

leith – an excellent example of our Partnering Services capability

from concept to delivery.

Paul McGirk

Chief Executive

Hub South East

Scotland ltd
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More than two thirds of the projects we’ve now delivered

have been education related, touching the lives of more

than 12,000 young people. in this reporting period, we

handed over two revenue funded dbFM projects – the

newbattle community campus and West calder High

School - as well as the new Wallyford Primary School in

East lothian and a sixth year of rising rolls in Edinburgh. 

Helping our clients deliver a modern learning estate which

meets Scottish Government objectives, including quality,

community use, rationalisation of estate, digital

connectivity and sustainability, is a key driver. We recently

held a learning conversation event (see page 41), looking

at the challenges ahead and i’m encouraged at the desire

between local authorities to work together territory-wide

to explore ideas for future collaboration. 

in 2018, alongside a number of project accolades (see

page 42) we were delighted to be recognised as a team at

the prestigious Partnerships awards, winning Gold in the

much-coveted international sponsor Developer of the

year category. as well as highlighting productive working

relationships with clients and the positive impact we’re

making on public private partnerships, one of the key

features of the submission was demonstrating the wider

economic gain and delivery of community benefits

through Hub projects.

you can see on page 2 the impressive figures since our

inception. in this reporting period alone we are proud to

have awarded 85% of the value of work packages on

completed jobs to SMEs. We supported more than 1300

days of work placements, as well as more than 7000 visits.

74 new jobs have been created within our supply chain to

allow the delivery of Hub projects and 224 new and

existing apprenticeship and trainee places have been

supported. 

combining these community benefits with our success in

developing and delivering projects, achieving value for

money for clients (see page 44), and positive customer

surveys, there is demonstrable evidence of how well we are

performing in Hub South East. However, we’re not resting

on our laurels. We promote continuous improvement and

use feedback to change our processes, making them easier

and quicker for clients.  

there’s been a concerted effort this year amongst the

Hubs across Scotland to work more closely together,

sharing best practice and jointly promoting the success

of the programme. as we attend regular cross-Hub

collaborative groups, it’s clear that there’s a very positive

story to tell.

Finally, in relation to people, it’s also been a busy year. Paul

brewer replaced Jo Elliot as Hub South East’s chair. Paul has

a great deal of experience with both the public and private

sector and is focussed on making partnerships work well,

which aligns with our vision in Hub South East to be our

clients’ Development partner of Choice. through one to

one meetings with clients and key Scottish Government

contacts, together we’re actively promoting the key

benefits of the Hub programme. 

We’ve also further strengthened the team since the last

annual report was published. We now have a Process

co-ordinator in place, focussing on community benefits

and the supply chain, as well as a two new development

Managers, and an additional Projects director for

developing and delivering projects. 

We recently moved to a new office at 8 Melville Street and

are looking forward with enthusiasm to a positive pipeline

of work in the coming year, with exciting opportunities

for innovation, including our first Passivhaus project

(see page 30). 

at time of writing, Scottish Government has just

announced that it is reviewing the funding arrangements

for infrastructure projects and this may impact on future

dbFM schemes. Hub South East will work with SFt and our

clients to adapt the model to align with whatever emerges.

thank you to all those who have contributed to the

achievements of 2018/19. it’s the dedication and

commitment of a collective group of team members,

clients and supply chain partners that drives the success

of Hub South East and we hope to continue strengthening

these relationships in the coming year.
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pRojeCts 2018/19

£92m
CoMplete

£126m
unDeR
ConstRuCtIon

£237m
In DeVelopMent
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the newbattle community campus includes the new
1200 pupil newbattle community High School, as well
as community facilities such as a library, café, swimming
pool and sports facilities. 

as well as the host of opportunities that this brand new
facility affords its pupils and the local community, it has
allowed Midlothian council to continue its ambition to
create a world-class education system by pioneering a
new digital centre of Excellence. 

in a unique partnership between Midlothian council
and the university of Edinburgh, the new High School
has been designed as a world-class hub of innovation,
aimed at transforming learning and teaching and
equipping young people with the digital skills they will
need to meet the growing global demand for high level,
21st century skills. it is the first of its kind in Scotland.

client Midlothian Council 

Value £34.6m

tier 1 contractor Morrison Construction

completed May 2018

neWBAttle
coMMunity caMPuS

“I am so proud of the way that the new campus has

come together. Huge amounts of consultation has

resulted in something very special here. A key part

of the success is the daily intergenerational working

between community users and school students.

“In school we have tracked increased engagement and

work with a range of pivotal partners delivering a truly

motivating curriculum. Our technology as a Digital

Centre of Excellence is fantastic.”

Gib McMillan, Head teacher, newbattle community High School

CoMpleteD pRojeCt

CONSTRUCTION WORK

PACKAGES awarded

to SCOTTISH SMEs96% 

WoRK
plACeMent
DAys

358

pRoFessIonAl
eMployMent
(including graduates)

9
AppRentICesHIps 
& tRAInees
(new and existing)

34

pupIl/stuDent VIsIts 1342

neW
joBs10
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suppoRtInG loCAl eMployMent

ideally, community benefits are delivered as locally as

possible and we’re keen that businesses and individuals

near to developments are afforded employment

opportunities. at newbattle, during construction there

were a number of examples of this in action.

on site catering was awarded to Snax xpress, run by

local newtongrange couple angie and John; Morrison

construction’s Site Manager clarke, and General

operatives, Sean and ian, lived minutes from site; and

cameron, an apprentice from bonnyrigg was employed

by local sub-contractor G.Fitzsimmons and Son Steel

Fabricators. as well as this, local newbattle High pupil

James rogers-Jones was supported through university

as part of the project. read more on page 35.

AWARD WInnInG

newbattle community campus scooped the award for

technologies: transforming learning, teaching and the

curriculum at the 2018 Education buildings Scotland awards. 

this win came at the end of the first day of the Education

buildings Scotland conference in Edinburgh, bringing

education built environment and policy professionals

together from early years, schools, colleges and universities

to celebrate the success of various projects and initiatives

across the country, as well as discussing how a modern

learning estate can play a vital part in ensuring young

people reach their full potential.

Pupils and staff from the school were also involved in day

two of the conference, speaking about their experience

during a session on new technologies and how they are

transforming the approach to learning in the new building.
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the 1100 pupil new West calder High School is West

lothian council's largest ever single investment in

education and includes a swimming pool, floodlit

3G sports pitch, and sports facilities for school and

community use. 

West calder High School is at the cutting edge of

education design in Scotland, matching the council’s

desire to transform the educational journey for its pupils.

based on innovative teaching and learning methodologies,

re-imagining how a new building can better support

modern learner demands, the new school has been

designed with the pupil experience at the core, as well

as providing facilities accessible to the local community. 

it delivers an inspiring internal learning environment

within a dynamic external form and has received positive

feedback, not only from its pupils and staff, but from

educationalists throughout the country who have visited. 

client West lothian Council 

Value £31.7m

tier 1 contractor Morrison Construction

completed june 2018

West CAlDeR
HiGH ScHool

“The design of the new school is truly inspiring,

matching our desire as a local authority to transform

the educational journey for our pupils. Working in

partnership with Hub South East and its supply chain

has been an extremely positive experience. Bringing

together the best of public and private sector knowledge

has helped develop and deliver a unique facility for staff,

pupils and the local community – one which encourages

innovative learning, providing the right platform for our

young people to achieve their full potential.”

dr Elaine cook, depute chief Executive, West lothian council

“The building comes alive when you have 700 young

people working and learning there and the space also

encourages the teachers to collaborate. The new building

contributes to the positive learning experience.”       

Julie calder, Head teacher, West calder High School

CoMpleteD pRojeCt

WoRK
plACeMent
DAys

328

pRoFessIonAl
eMployMent
(including graduates)

6
AppRentICesHIps 
& tRAInees
(new and existing)

71

pupIl/stuDent VIsIts 2305

neW
joBs27
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AWARD WInnInG

Following on from the 2017 win for Inspiring

Learning Space at the Education building Scotland

awards, West calder High School this year scooped

another accolade – a Silver for Best social

Infrastructure project at the 2018 Partnership

awards in london. 

celebrating developments delivered by public

private partnerships nationally and internationally,

this win acknowledges the project as a true

collaboration, with successful joint working

resulting in the new school being delivered on

time and within budget, whilst ensuring a wide

range of local community benefits throughout.

suppoRtInG WoRK plACeMents

on this project, almost 100 work placement days, in addition to

the target of 230, were delivered. We are keen to show that not all

placements are about working on a building site – there’s a great

deal more to the industry. to this end we supported a one week

placement in the Hub office for Emma Walker, a 6th year West calder

High pupil interested in events management. Emma worked with

our communications Manager to gain an insight into this area,

as well as marketing, social media and publications. 

“Not only have I had a great time on this work

experience, meeting loads of great new people,

but I also know that what I have learned will be

incredibly relevant and useful to what I want to study.

I am grateful for getting the chance to have had this

placement and to be able to gain these experiences.”
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in this reporting period, five more primary schools opened

new classrooms in Edinburgh – at currie, davidson’s Mains,

Granton, Stockbridge and trinity Primary Schools. 

this marked the 6th successful year of the rising rolls

programme of school extensions, so far delivering more

than £23m of new facilities so that increasing pupil

numbers in the capital can be accommodated in modern,

long lasting buildings within school grounds.

because the individual projects are small and built in

extremely tight timescales, there tend to be no specific

community benefits targets, but despite these not being

formally measured, we still ensure that wherever possible,

individuals and businesses can take advantage of the

opportunities available from having live sites in their area. 

across the six years of working in partnership with the city

of Edinburgh council, we are particularly proud that 92% of

completed work packages have been delivered by Scottish

SMEs, further demonstrating our commitment to local

businesses and reinvesting in the economy. 

client City of edinburgh Council 

Value £5.8m

tier 1 contractor Morrison Construction

completed August 2018 

RIsInG Rolls
yEar Six

“We have been proactive in tackling the challenge of

rising schools rolls for the past six years to ensure our

pupils have the very best learning environment. This

year five schools have benefitted from new classrooms,

including our biggest single project of eight classes at

Davidson’s Mains Primary School.

“The new buildings are a great example of how we have

responded to accommodation issues by working with

school communities to come up with suitable solutions.

This Council has led the way in Scotland in taking such

an innovative and collaborative approach to tackling the

issue of rising rolls and invested significantly in the new

accommodation delivered.”

cllr ian Perry, Education convenor, city of Edinburgh council

CoMpleteD pRojeCt

CONSTRUCTION WORK

PACKAGES awarded

to SCOTTISH SMEs92 
% 

WoRK
plACeMent
DAys

132

pRoFessIonAl
eMployMent
(including graduates)

9
AppRentICesHIps 
& tRAInees
(new and existing)

15

pupIl/stuDent VIsIts 6910

neW
joBs27

cumulative community benefits rising rolls years 1-6
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RIsInG Rolls pRoGRAMMe

the rising rolls programme is an innovative solution to help

tackle rising school numbers by developing, designing and

constructing new classrooms in short timescales. these new

school extensions are being built as long term solutions.

this programme is an excellent example of Hub South East

working with a client to develop creative, flexible solutions

for service delivery issues. 

the city of Edinburgh council has a continual need for more

classrooms in its primary schools as pupil numbers are ever

increasing. However, the exact need each year is not known

conclusively until the council is aware of the uptake of

spaces in any given school. 

We provide a standardised approach to various class sizes

that can be rolled out across multiple locations. individual

facilities can have their own identities that reflect the

site,restrictions and user preference, but a standard palette

of materials is used. 

this allows a tight programme to be set in terms of design,

development, approvals and construction, producing a

quality, long term solution but with a quick turnaround –

faster than would have been achieved procuring

traditionally outside the Hub process.
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in 2017, the city of Edinburgh council was awarded £750k

from Scottish Government’s regeneration capital Grant

Fund, which supports projects in disadvantaged areas

that engage and involve local communities. With an

additional £530,000 invested by the council itself, the

leith Meanwhile project is a £1.3m investment in the

regeneration of the heart of leith, breathing new life

into an old tram depot site.  

Hub South East has been involved from the very start,

proposing ideas for the development and helping the

council secure funding. this project is an excellent example

of the Partnering Services we provide for clients and how

this can be developed into operational projects.

the leith Meanwhile project, whilst small in budget is

big in impact. it’s been a true collaborative effort and the

various elements combine to deliver a community hub

which is having a positive impact locally. the project

comprised: 

• the refurbishment of c-listed 165a leith Walk – an at

risk building – turning it into modern office space for

capital city Partnerships and nHS lothian. 

• the creation of workspaces in shipping containers

providing much needed space for artists and other

creative entrepreneurs. 

• the creation of a community lead space from what was

essentially a large piece of wasteland, into a bustling

new hub for the community, by the community. 

leith Meanwhile is generating spend in the local economy

and income for the local authority, whilst enhancing social

cohesion and community wellbeing by acting as a focus for

a wide range of activities in a new public space.

it’s also enhancing the cultural value of the area, all whilst

demonstrating environmental sustainability, bringing

meaningful use to a previously neglected site.

client City of edinburgh Council 

Value £1.3m

tier 1 contractor Morrison Construction

completed september 2018 

leItH
MeAnWHIle

CoMpleteD pRojeCt
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suppoRtInG soCIAl enteRpRIse

the shipping containers, being used by local artists and

entrepreneurs, were fitted out by Edinburgh based

construction social enterprise, Rebuild. 

rebuild supports individuals with barriers to work such

as ex-offenders, formerly homeless, sufferers of PtSd and

other mental health difficulties. in leith, five trainees were

paid whilst they learned new skills on site. 

We’re incredibly proud to have supported rebuild in its first

live project. Knowing that the trainees have grown in skills,

experience and confidence during their time on site and

that four of the five are now in employment, is fantastic

and is another example of how the project is creating a

lasting legacy. 

“The positive financial implications to

the local economy made by supporting

people with barriers to work are huge.

For example; it is conservatively

estimated that the savings made by

keeping one individual with a history

of offending out of the criminal justice

system are around £50,000 per year, factoring in the cost

to keep a person in prison along with social work, legal

aid and numerous other associated expenses.

“We work with our trainees with the view to helping them

change their path and learn new skills that will help them

towards a brighter more prosperous future.”

Paul Hunter, Founder – rebuild

you can see a video made by rebuild about what they do –

filmed on site at leith: http://www.rebld.co/
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the new Wallyford Primary School is one of the largest

primary schools in Scotland. 

the new school provides 28 classrooms, as well as a further

four nursery classes offering up to 120 pre-school places. 

the outside space includes all weather pitches, basketball

hoops, landscaping and grassed areas. the school also

includes resources for wider use by the community,

including a new library.

client east lothian Council  

Value £18.9m

tier 1 contractor Morrison Construction

completed February 2019 

WAllyFoRD
PriMary ScHool

“This is a really important occasion for Wallyford

Primary School and the wider community. 

“It’s been fascinating to watch the project develop from

its initial stages through to successful handover. I’m

especially pleased at the involvement that school staff

and children have had throughout the construction

process and the care that has been taken to take on

board their views. 

“The finished school provides an inspiring learning

environment for staff and children that will continue

to grow with the area.”

East lothian council cabinet Spokesperson for Education, 

councillor Shamin akhtar

CoMpleteD pRojeCt

CONSTRUCTION WORK

PACKAGES awarded

to SCOTTISH SMEs89 
% 

WoRK
plACeMent
DAys

105

pRoFessIonAl
eMployMent
(including graduates)

1
AppRentICesHIps 
& tRAInees
(new and existing)

20

pupIl/stuDent VIsIts 108

neW
joBs7

sAVInG of 16% =

£3m sAVInG

AFFoRDABIlIty CAp 
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DeMonstRAtInG soCIAl VAlue

through the Hub programme we are keen to ensure

community benefits are delivered during construction

to maximise local gain. recently our contractor, Morrison

construction, has begun to use the Social Value Portal to

evidence such impact. as a result we can demonstrate

that the Wallyford Primary School project resulted in

£5.8m social value added locally. 

this is made up of £5.6m being spent through a local

supply chain (within 50 miles of site), alongside a number

of positive outputs such as £251k generated from local

employment, a further £5k in value of expert time given

to SMEs and £2.7k in charitable donations.

it's fantastic to see the positive impact Hub projects are

having on local communities and the wider Scottish

economy and we are keen to continue using the Social

Value Portal on projects to demonstrate this. 

InnoVAtIVe use oF BIM

biM (building information Management) is a digital

representation of the physical and functional characteristics

of a project. it supports improved efficiencies in the public

sector estate.

by adopting a biM level 2 approach at Wallyford, we

brought greater levels of predictability to the project,

not just around capital delivery but operationally as well,

allowing the team to make more informed decisions at

the right time.

Hub South East is involved in SFt’s biM working group

and has played a key part in helping develop process

improvements, including incorporating biM in existing

Hub models, expanding method statements and ongoing

dialogue with clients and our supply chain to encourage

future use of biM.
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East lothian community Hospital is the largest value Hub

project in construction in Scotland. 

being built on the site of the current roodlands Hospital in

Haddington, the plans will see a modern and purpose-built

hospital developed, helping to improve the quality of care

for people in East lothian. 

through this project, nHS lothian is consolidating and

repatriating clinical services, which are dispersed across

various sites, into one new facility. 

the new community hospital will make a huge difference

to how and where people in the county are treated. it

means closer and more joined up working between staff

and services and will bring an improved experience for

all patients.

client nHs lothian

Value £69m

tier 1 contractor Morrison Construction

due to complete early 2020 

eAst lotHIAn
coMMunity HoSPital

pRojeCt unDeR ConstRuCtIon

WoRK
plACeMent
DAys

447

pRoFessIonAl
eMployMent
(including graduates)

20
AppRentICesHIps 
& tRAInees
(new and existing)

99

pupIl/stuDent VIsIts 2457

neW
joBs22

Project still under construction so figures will change upon completion.

the new facilities will see an increase in gastroenterology,

orthopaedics, urology, and ear, nose & throat, in East

lothian and is introducing new services such as plastics and

phototherapy.  

the project is being handed over in phases to nHS lothian.

the outpatients department was successfully handed over

in 2018, with the remainder of the hospital due in late 2019

and the external landscaping and car park completing the

project in early 2020.

“We continue to work closely with development partner

Hub South East Scotland on the project and I am delighted

with the progress the project is making.” 

alison Macdonald, East lothian Health and Social care Partnership, director
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outpAtIents DepARtMent AlReADy

BeneFItInG pAtIents

one of the key deliverables of the project is phased

handovers to ensure patients can begin to use the

facilities as soon as possible. Whilst work continues on

the remainder of the facility, the £15m outpatients

department of this new community Hospital was

handed over in March 2018 and has now been

benefiting patients locally for over a year. 

First Minister, nicola Sturgeon, visited the new building

in the weeks after it opened and said: 

“The East Lothian Community Hospital is going to

transform NHS services for people in East Lothian. Having

been around the new Outpatients facility I can already

see the benefits it’s going to bring. For patients in East

Lothian, this can be the difference between being treated

locally or having to travel to Edinburgh or further afield.”

HuB soutH eAst ADDInG VAlue

Hub South East became involved in this project more than

seven years ago, through a Strategic Support commission.

We are proud of the value we have added, not only in the

quality construction of this much needed new facility for the

local community, but during its development in saving both

time and money for our client. Just some examples include: 

Scottish Government agreed to support a combined

outline and Full Business Case which avoided an

8 month delay in the procurement process. this approach

was unprecedented in the Scottish market - made possible

only through the team’s commitment to challenge the norm.

this saved circa £2.5m in inflation.

the project was progressed through Stage 1 via an extended

Strategic Support Services appointment. this approach

avoided a 12 month delay to the project, at an estimated

cost uplift of circa £5m through inflation and change in

regulatory standards.
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client scottish Borders Council  

Value £32m

tier 1 contractor BAM Construction

due to complete spring 2020  

jeDBuRGH
intErGEnErational
coMMunity caMPuS 

pRojeCt unDeR ConstRuCtIon

WoRK
plACeMent
DAys

31

pRoFessIonAl
eMployMent
(including graduates)

1

pupIl/
stuDent
VIsIts

940

neW
joBs8

the Jedburgh intergenerational community campus in

the Scottish borders will serve 2 to 18 year olds, as well as

providing further education opportunities and community

facilities for the town. 

the new campus will replace all three schools in the town

and will have provision for nursery, primary and secondary

school children. 

community facilities will include a multi-use games area,

2G hockey pitch, 3G sports pitch, running track, external

changing pavilion and rural skills area. 

the wish is to create a completely different vision for

learning and community. this will bolster Jedburgh’s ability

to support and sustain community life, by providing a new

and appropriately scaled single learning campus for all

the generations within Jedburgh and the surrounding

rural communities.

the new campus will enable parents to build strong

community based relationships and receive excellent

support. 

“This project will result in a fantastic new

intergenerational campus that the whole

community can be proud of.

“Learning and teaching in such an innovative

and inspirational setting can make a real

difference to education outcomes.”

John Swinney MSP, deputy First Minister

“As a local Jedburgh based company, we are delighted to

be involved in the enabling works, preparing the site for

the building of what will be a fantastic new campus.

“It’s great to see opportunities being offered to the local

community and I’m proud that RJT Excavations gets to

play its part in a project which will have a long lasting

legacy for the town.”

Garry young, Managing director, rJt Excavations

Project still under construction so figures will change upon completion.
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ResponsIVeness oF tHe HuB MoDel

discussions between Hub South East and Scottish borders

council began from a standing start and a mere 18 months

later our contractor was already on site working on the

steel structure at the time we successfully achieved

Financial close. 

this is demonstrable evidence of what can be achieved

when the true partnership working ethos of the Hub

initiative is embraced. a great deal of work went on in the

background between all parties to ensure the design and

development of the project could proceed at pace to meet

a Spring 2020 deadline set by Scottish Government. 

the flexibility and responsiveness of the Hub model was

a major factor in ensuring this success and the project is

progressing well on site ahead of its handover next year.

enCouRAGInG loCAl enGAGeMent 

local engagement is a key driver for our client and we are

keen to support this however we can to ensure individuals

and businesses in the Scottish borders are able to get as

involved as possible in the project. We’ve actively

encouraged participation in local information events and

site tours. it was great to see the success and it was

particularly encouraging to see the success of doors open

day in February 2019 - an excellent example of the

community’s engagement with the project as all tickets

for tours of the site were reserved in record time and each

tour was at capacity. 

using a local supply chain is also an important way to

ensure local businesses benefit and to realise economic

reinvestment in the area. an example of this is borders

based rJt Excavations being involved in early site work.
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client City of edinburgh Council  

Value £40m

tier 1 contractor Morrison Construction

due to complete spring 2020  

QuAlIty InItIAtIVes

although we already have a robust system and checks in

place, we cannot be complacent about the issue of quality

and we are continually aiming to strengthen our offering

to ensure the highest possible quality standards on our

projects. Queensferry High School is an excellent example

of this in action, as we implement a range of enhanced

quality initiatives on site, as part of a pilot project with

SFt, including:

• Encouraging a culture and working environment

where quality issues can be raised.

• Enhanced role of the independent tester and

clerk of Works appointed and interface formalised.

• use of biM level 2 to ensure improved co-ordination

between disciplines and trade contractors.

• Enhanced role of the design team, providing greater

level of site presence and quality inspections

(minimum fortnightly).

• Ensuring single point responsibility, with each

trade work package allocated a specifically qualified

site manager.

• bespoke toolbox talks around construction

methodology.

importantly, these actions are all monitored at specific

monthly reviews focussed solely on quality and attended

by key members of the team to ensure issues are given

the utmost importance.  the intention is to roll out these

enhanced quality initiatives to all sites in the future.

QueensFeRRy
HiGH ScHool

pRojeCt unDeR ConstRuCtIon

60

pRoFessIonAl
eMployMent
(including graduates)

2

pupIl/
stuDent
VIsIts

60

the 1200 pupil capacity Queensferry High offers greatly

enhanced sports facilities, such as a larger games hall and a

six-lane swimming pool (increased in size from 4 lanes after

taking into account community feedback), a new fitness

centre, dance studio and floodlit 3G and 4G pitches. 

the plans make many areas easily accessible to the public,

such as the assembly space within the school, which is

multi-functional with retractable seating that can be used

for drama shows and film screenings.

Similarly, areas like dining, cdt, food tech and art have been

positioned so they can be easily accessed by the community

for out of hours classes - allowing for maximum use of all

these areas. 

the new school is being built on the current school’s playing

fields and, following completion, the old school will be

demolished, with the area landscaped and a new pitch

created on the site.

Project still under construction so figures will change upon completion.

WoRK plACeMent DAys
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loW CARBon AppRoACH

Hub South East is leading the way in realising progressive

government policy in relation to low carbon, as the new 

School is being used as a pilot project which is receiving

funds through SFt to ensure a low carbon design. 

We have looked at traditional approaches to a number of

areas including daylight, thermal comfort and energy in

school design. innovative approaches have then been

identified in relation to energy modelling, indoor climate

and co2 levels, to ensure that the new Queensferry High

has low carbon at the heart of its design. 

ultimately this will not only satisfy increasing environmental

targets but it should have a beneficial effect on the learning

environment and educational attainment for its young people.

“The replacement Queensferry High is really progressing well and I’m sure the pupils and staff can’t wait for it to open

its doors next year. It will provide much-needed community facilities and many of the areas will be easily accessible to

the public which I’m sure they will be delighted with.”

councillor ian Perry, convenor Education children and Families, city of Edinburgh council
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pAssIVHAus

We’re particularly excited about the innovative work in early

years we’ll be doing with West lothian council. as new capital

projects are being challenged to drive towards higher

performance whilst reducing operational maintenance and

running costs over the building lifecycle, an increasingly

popular solution is to design to ‘Passivhaus’ standard. 

this is a quality assurance process that is driven by a fabric first

approach, providing a high level of occupant comfort whilst

using very little energy for heating and cooling.

the current Early years programme we’re developing in West

lothian includes two new-build centres and one will follow 

the Passivhaus standard, whilst the other will follow a

traditional approach.

Having a direct comparison of process, construction methods,

costs and performance will provide invaluable data to enable

an objective review on the impact, benefits and challenges of

Passivhaus, informing not only how we can fine tune the

existing facilities but also how we directly influence next

generation design proposals.

pRojeCts In DeVelopMent

these range from future phases of the Royal edinburgh Campus and health facilities in

edinburgh, to a range of education projects in east and West lothian, alongside the

replacement Castlebrae High school for the City of edinburgh Council which, at the

time of writing, has had its planning application submitted. 

We’re currently developing projects for clients in
the south east territory worth almost £240m. 
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stRAteGIC pARtneRInG seRVICes 

"NHS Lothian engaged Hub South East to help identify

alternative solutions for our catering strategy within

the region.  Hub has assisted in combining the various

business cases for a multi-user facility, which are now

being explored in further detail.  

“The support that the Strategic Partnering Services

team has provided has allowed us to free up internal

resources and improve efficiencies, and we have been

impressed with the level of assistance provided. We

will continue to utilise the knowledge and support

from Hub on future projects where strategic real

estate decisions are required. "

andrew Milne, Project director, nHS lothian

our strategic partnering services team continues to

build on the successful commissions completed in

previous years, providing advice on several key

client priorities.

in addition to planning and delivering the city of

Edinburgh council’s innovative leith Meanwhile project

(see page 20), work was also progressed on other notable

medium to longer term territory-wide estate strategies.

an extensive period of ongoing support was provided to

Midlothian council in relation to its asset rationalisation

programme and the development of a new resources

facility that seeks to combine several key operational

services on a single site. the new facility will enable the

decommissioning of older council assets, freeing them

up for other uses including new affordable housing.

nHS lothian requested support to progress its catering

strategy. this forms part of a Scotland wide nHS Strategy to

deliver five centralised catering hubs. the nHS lothian hub

will produce five million patient meals annually. Hub South

East proved instrumental in solidifying nHS lothian’s vision,

offering a means to combine several existing business

plans in a way that has the potential to generate significant

ongoing capital and revenue savings. 

in addition to the advice provided on the accommodation

required, the team quickly identified several site

opportunities - one of which was progressed rapidly

through the nHS board approval process allowing offers

to be submitted. Whilst this opportunity was ultimately

unable to progress, the Hub proposals for a multi-user

facility and the location have been adopted as an integral

part of the combined business plan going forward.

Significant progress has also been made in relation to

Health and Social care related accommodation, particularly

for older people. Support is being provided to Scottish

borders council in relation to the delivery of a 20+ bed

dementia care and assessment centre which is hoped will

be the catalyst for a wider care Village concept. the facility

is a key part of the Scottish borders older People’s Strategy.

the concept is based upon the dutch Hogeweyk model

which was visited alongside other innovative care villages

in rotterdam and amsterdam as part of early pre-planning.

the project is being delivered in partnership with the

borders integrated Joint board (iJb).

the work being carried out in the borders also complements

work being undertaken on behalf of the East lothian iJb

regarding its strategy to shift the balance of care across the

region. in addition to up to 200 new extra care housing units

that will promote more independent living, Hub South East

is supporting nHS lothian and East lothian council in

exploring the re-use of several existing hospital and care

home assets as part of the iJb’s wider strategy.

Given the pressures of a rising and ageing population across

the South East territory, Health and Social care related

accommodation will remain a priority for the team

throughout 2019/20.



peRFoRMAnCe

overall, in relation to its performance against the new suite of Key performance

Indicators (KpIs) in the territory partnering Agreement, the territory partnering Board

is satisfied with the performance of Hub south east over the last year.

the following pages contain information on just some of the key areas in 2018/19. 
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Delivering benefits in addition to the bricks and mortar

of a project is key to the Hub initiative’s ongoing success

and again this year we are proud to be meeting and in

many cases, outperforming in this area.

on page 2 you can see that since our inception we have

delivered an impressive number of benefits and on

completed projects in 2018/19, we have again

exceeded what we set out to achieve:

WoRK expeRIenCe FoR nHs ColleAGue

in addition to the work experience placements on site

during construction, we are keen to show that the industry

has many more opportunities, and as such, experience is

now supported with other areas of the supply chain such

as designers and architects.

We also practice what we preach in Hub South East and

in 2018 we supported a week of work experience in our

office for our colleague in nHS lothian's Finance team - 

beata burkinshaw:

“I now have a much better appreciation of the work done

by Hub South East and I have a greater understanding

of how the relationship between the public and private

sector works in the Hub programme and the strengths

each partner brings to the fantastic projects we work on.

“I’ve enjoyed my time with the team on both a personal

and professional level.  This work placement is a great

demonstration of the partnership between NHS Lothian

and Hub South East."

CoMMunIty BeneFIts 

work placement days

791

475

3815

667

44

18

16

3

125

53

students to and from schools, colleges
and universities (no. of pupils)

new jobs

professional employment,
including graduates

apprentices and trainees
(new and existing)

actual output

target total
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suppoRtInG loCAl younG people

Four years ago, through the newbattle community campus

project, we began supporting a former pupil of the school to

go through university and study to be a Quantity Surveyor.

James rogers-Jones, from Midlothian, was provided with a

financial package to help with books, travel costs etc. and

undertook paid summer placements of work throughout

his studies. James has now completed his degree and is a

Graduate Quantity Surveyor on a permanent full-time

contract with Morrison construction. He is currently working

on another Hub project – the new Queensferry High School -

and he has appreciated the support he has received on his

journey into study and employment: 

“I was incredibly fortunate to have summer placements

during my course, which allowed me to put the theory

I was learning into practice in a real site environment.

I can’t thank the Morrison Construction team enough for

the support I received whilst studying. Colleagues were

always on hand with advice and the access I had to key

individuals within the construction industry and Hub

programme influenced my dissertation – it ended up

being on the Hub model and value for money! 

“Knowing that I had a job at the end of my course if I

applied myself and worked hard, was a great incentive

and it really eased the pressure that I know some of my

fellow students had about life beyond studying. I’m

grateful for the opportunity which I was given years ago

at Newbattle and I’m certainly making the most of it and

looking forward to a long and successful career as a result.”

CHAMpIonInG CoMMunIty InItIAtIVes

We’re proud to be raising awareness of invisible disabilities

through ‘Grace’s Signs’ as we have worked with 13 year old

Grace Warnock from East lothian to use her signs in both

West calder High School and Wallyford Primary School,

promoting inclusivity.  

diagnosed with crohn’s disease at the age of nine, Grace

developed the sign after being criticised for using disabled

toilets. the sign depicts two people with hearts, with a

wheelchair in the centre, symbolising invisible disabilities

that may not always be obvious.

Since the beginning of the campaign Grace’s Signs have

been adopted in various locations across Scotland and

abroad including Holyrood and Edinburgh international

airport. With the support of our contractor, Morrison

construction, Grace is aiming to make sure educational

facilities highlight this important issue. in West calder

High there are more than 20 signs placed internally and in

Wallyford Primary – close to Grace’s home in Prestonpans -

they are placed internally, and for the first time, in the

car park.

‘‘I hope my sign will be used in as many schools as

possible to teach children about invisible disabilities.

It was great to take a tour of the new school and see

my sign inside and outside in the carpark. It is the first

time my sign has been used in a car park so that was

exciting to see.’’

James rogers-Jones Grace Warnock
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suppoRtInG tHe CoMMunIty

on projects we’ve been working on this year, our tier 1

contractors have donated to a number of local causes – all

demonstrating how Hub South East projects can provide

benefits beyond the construction of the new buildings

themselves. Just some of these donations of time, material

and sponsorship include:

• Supporting loose Parts Play in East lothian by

providing Wallyford Primary school with site materials. 

• donating materials and time to help build a

greenhouse for the West calder community

development trust. 

• raising money on site at Queensferry and East lothian

community Hospital through donations and a cycling

challenge, for charities Prostate cancer uK and

clic Sargent.

• Encouraging the wider supply chain to support local

projects eg rJt donating calculators for the maths

department at newbattle High School.

HuB CoMMunIty FounDAtIon 

the wider Hub programme is also benefiting charities

across Scotland through the Hub community Foundation.

this is a charity that raises money for those in need through

the financing of community-based projects built by the

Scotland-wide Hub programme, thus maximising local

community gain. Managed by inspiring Scotland, in 2018

£1.3m was allocated through the building brighter Futures

Fund to 10 charities across Scotland. in the Hub South East

territory, two charities are benefiting from this funding –

Grassmarket community Project and Move on.

“We will use the funding to develop an

employability training programme for

young people linked to our exciting new

social enterprise, Move On Wood

Recycling.

“The programme will equip young

people with qualifications including the

SQA Award in Employability, accredited at SCQF level 3,

which is widely recognised by employers, colleges and

training providers and will improve the chances of young

people in accessing work, training and education. The

programme will also help young people increase their

confidence and basic work skills, and improve their

positive social networks.”

Move on’s Executive director, John Hinton
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suppoRtInG soCIAl enteRpRIse

Hub South East continues its support of the Grassmarket

community Project (GcP), an Edinburgh based charity

operating six social enterprises. in 2018 we were proud

to see the opening of a counselling room for members,

made possible by the £24,000 raised with the support of

our fantastic supply chain at our second fundraising day. 

in addition to our fundraising efforts, we encourage use

of the venue hire social enterprise element of the charity,

having held our team strategy day there last year. We

also donate wood to the workshop through projects,

and through our recent office move, we ensured some

of the furniture was recycled through GcP. Such is the

partnership we have built with GcP, our communications

Manager, Joanne Macdougall, has recently joined the

board as a voluntary member and we are supporting

this appointment through volunteering days through

our business. 

“We are totally overwhelmed by the kindness and

generosity that Hub South East and its supply chain

has shown our project and the people we support.

The Charity Golf Day was hugely successful and yet

again the Hub team, its suppliers and partners have

proven themselves to be committed to supporting

many of Edinburgh’s most vulnerable and isolated

people. We cannot thank them enough.

“Last year we supported over 500 people living on the

extreme edges of society, facing multiple barriers to

working and living a decent quality of life. To many we

are the only family they have. With the support of Hub

South East we can continue to reach out to the people

facing the most difficult circumstances and help them

re-build their lives.”

Jonny Kinross, chief Executive, Grassmarket community Project
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suppoRtInG GRoWtH At CAstle BuIlDInG seRVICes 

as a result of the continued success of castle building

Services, an SME that originally opened its first Scottish

office in Glasgow in 2014, the company has expanded

recently with the launch of an Edinburgh office, employing

even more Scottish personnel and reinvesting in the

Scottish economy. commercial director, andrew dawson,

explains the impact of the Hub programme on the success

of the business: 

“We’re delighted with the growth

of Castle Building Services. On the

back of work secured through Hub

South East and Hub South West,

most recently on Kelso, Largs and

Queensferry High Schools, we’ve

been able to employ more staff

and in turn, take on more work.

Our employment strategy is very

much focussed on local people and the majority of our

workforce is Scottish.

“We’re grateful for the opportunity that work through

the Scottish Hubs has given us to expand. It’s encouraging

to see the programme support and sustain SMEs and

with a turnover of around £15-20m, we are able to

make a significant reinvestment back into the Scottish

economy as a result.”

suppoRtInG sMes

We remain committed to ensuring that local businesses

benefit from Hub projects being delivered in their area.

this year, on completed projects, 85% of construction

work packages were awarded to scottish sMes.

on average, each of our three tier 1s has around 335

Scottish SMEs on its supply chain and a great deal of work

is carried out to ensure local SMEs can engage with Hub

projects, including: 

• attending supply chain conferences and organising

project specific and business unit  ‘Meet the buyer’

events, where the local, SME supply chain and Social

Enterprises are encouraged to attend, promoting the

use of engagement with tier 1 and tier 2 contractor

suppliers within projects. 

• Providing free leadership, safety and up-skilling

training through construction training programmes.

• Sharing frequent pipeline updates with the supply

chain to advise them of upcoming projects.

• Morrison construction has a Scottish Supply chain

Manager, based in Edinburgh, with local connections

and there is a central Scotland Supply chain champion

who regularly meets with the local and SME supply

chain. they also hold quarterly community benefit

supply chain forums.

• GraHaM construction hold ‘lunch club’ networking

events with the supply chain.

• baM construction encourages subcontractors to

enrol on its Purchasing Excellence programme –

providing visibility of future work and tendering

opportunities.

as well as three tier 1 contractors, employing around

1400 staff in Scotland, we have a large, professional

supply chain of 96 companies to call upon to assist

clients in delivering community infrastructure

developments in the South East territory. these

include 3 FM contractors, 33 architects, 16 Mechanical

& Electrical specialists, 18 civil & Structural companies.

supply CHAIn
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QuAlIty

With the main objective of the Hub programme being to

deliver quality, modern community facilities for clients. it

is imperative that the buildings we hand over are of a high

standard and that in the areas of design, construction,

management and compliance in relation to quality, we

are meeting our targets. Again, this year, we have met

all the necessary quality targets.

We have robust monitoring in place in relation to quality

management and where any issues are identified, we work

closely with our supply chain to ensure that solutions are

found and best practice is shared for future projects.

Hub South East remains focussed on improving quality

standards and as you can see on page 28, on the

Queensferry High School project we are trialling

enhanced quality initiatives which we are hoping to 

roll out across future projects. 

one indicator of the satisfaction with quality is user

feedback and we have a raft of positive responses from

service users and visitors about the facilities we have

completed in this reporting period. 

“This magnificent new school is a visible demonstration

of ambition to be at the forefront of educational

opportunity and achievement. We now have a place

of learning which is the most modern in the country.”

West calder High School      

united nations Special Envoy for Global Education

and former prime Minister, Gordon brown

“The attendance and feedback from the range of visitors

to the Newbattle Campus has been beyond expectation.

It is really pleasing to see so many residents taking

advantage of the fantastic facilities on offer.”

newbattle community campus   

cabinet Member for Properties and Facilities Management

and council leader, councillor derek Milligan. 

“This building will bring so much joy and opportunity

to the community of Wallyford. It’s all we could have

hoped for and more. 

“I have been very impressed at how the project designers

have taken on board the children’s ideas and turned them

into reality. This is a very special place.”

Wallyford Primary School

Mhairi Stratton, Head teacher

in line with the partnership ethos of the Hub programme, Hub South East is committed to working hand in hand with

clients and stakeholders. We rely on feedback to help us ensure the services we provide are suited to clients’ needs and

we have regular sessions during projects and through post project reviews where we can focus on lessons learned. 

Each year, in an effort to ensure continuous improvement, we carry out a formal survey of territory Partnering board

members. in 2018/19, we interviewed seven of our clients plus SFt. Hub south east has a pass rate of 100% and has

therefore met this KpI.

Whilst it is positive that relationships with clients are in a good place and we were successful in meeting this KPi,

more importantly, the surveys gave us the opportunity to spend time with clients discussing what we can do to

improve our offering and further cement ourselves as their development Partner of choice. to this end, the feedback

has been collated and an action plan developed, which in its implementation will ensure that we are addressing

any issues and building on the strengths identified. 

pARtneRInG & CollABoRAtIon
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“It was one of the most interesting and stimulating

events I have been to. Terrific food for thought and

an exciting time to be involved.” 

“Great Evening, hosted by Hub South

East, listening to Stephen Heppell. I’m

a convert to the BYOP (Bring Your Own

Plant) to school idea.” 

“I thought the event worked very

well and created a real sense of

enthusiasm and optimism.”

“Brilliant and thought-provoking event. It just

goes to show that the simplest of ideas can make

a seismic difference in learning.”

A leARnInG ConVeRsAtIon…

We strive to ensure that through the planning, design and

construction of new projects, we are learning from best

practice across the world and sharing this with clients,

our supply chain and other stakeholders. 

as an example of this in action (although just outwith the

reporting period of this report) we recently invited

Professor Stephen Heppell to an event as guest speaker,

with a panel debate afterwards around the learning

environment and the challenges we will all face in meeting

the Scottish Government’s learning Estate Strategy

objectives. More than 60 guests, including senior

representation from education and estates in all five local

authorities, joined us on the evening. as a demonstration

of the appetite for collaboration, we had chief Executive

angela leitch (East lothian council) and depute chief

Executive Elaine cook (West lothian council) involved

in the panel and it has been agreed that we follow

this event up with a more focussed group of educationalists

looking at continued opportunities for joint working

moving forward.  
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sponsoR/DeVelopeR oF tHe yeAR

at the 2018 Partnerships awards, the largest event

recognising and rewarding the best in Public Private

Partnerships (PPP), Hub South East scooped the much

coveted Gold title for Sponsor/developer of the year. 

Judges were impressed with the excellent delivery of

programme and partnership models and recognised Hub

South East as having created ‘an efficient, powerful and

connected procurement vehicle that demonstrates how

a successful partnership can deliver positive results’.

these awards are about pushing the envelope of

Partnerships and being at the forefront of developing

and improving market practice, so we are immensely

proud of Hub South East’s success.

to be shortlisted amongst such stiff international

competition is recognition in itself, but to come home with

this title was a significant achievement and is testament to

the consistent and repeated high performance of the team,

the strength of partnership with our clients and the quality

and innovation demonstrated on projects throughout the

South East of Scotland.

this award is in addition to the numerous accolades

awarded to our projects this year, including: 

West CAlDeR HIGH sCHool

silver 

best Social infrastructure Project

(Partnerships awards 2019)

neWBAttle CoMMunIty CAMpus 

Winner

technologies: transforming learning, teaching and the

curriculum (Education building Scotland awards 2018) 

AlleRMuIR HeAltH CentRe

Best primary Care

new build (building better Healthcare awards 2018)

and Winner - Healthcare (2018 Gia awards)

BlACKBuRn pARtneRsHIp CentRe

Commended

Healthcare (2018 Gia awards)

jeDBuRGH InteRGeneRAtIonAl

CoMMunIty CAMpus

Winner

Future building (Scottish design awards 2018) 
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£4.9m
Stage 2 prices on Projects this year

resulted in an aggregate saving of

£4.9m on affordabilty cap.

£9.6m
all projects completed this year have been

below the affordability cap and resulted in

an aggregate capital cost saving of £9.55m -

representing 9.3% of the total value.

VAlue FoR Money 
our KPis ensure that we are measured against our compliance with Value for Money proposals.

a cost manager is appointed for each project and there are a range of measures and checks in

place, from competitive tendering of work packages, to benchmarking and having

affordability cap cost Plans. We are increasingly looking at Whole life costs as part of this to

ensure clients are achieving best value for their investments and we have demonstrable

evidence of how through the flexible Hub process, alongside genuine partnership working

and innovation, we are able to drive down costs and provide real added value. Here are just

some examples from projects we are working on in this reporting period: 
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through a combination of various project

efficiencies we achieved a £2.9m saving below

the nPr affordability cap on the East lothian

community Hospital project.

£600k

£2.9m

£1.4m

Full transparency of market testing on the East lothian

community Hospital helped achieve cost of 4% under the

affordability cap – saving £3.5m.

7%
rising rolls 6, comprising 5

school extensions, completed

on time with a 7% saving on

affordability cap.

£3.5m

by accelerating the development phase of the

Jedburgh intergeneration community campus,

£600k of inflation costs were saved. 

at Queensferry High School, over the

duration of the 25 year concession period,

£1.4m will be saved on life cycle costs when

measured against the affordability cap. 
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Cumulatively, across all completed projects, we successfully handed over facilities in this reporting period

within the threshold of 5% of agreed completion dates.

in measuring the delivery against single projects, all projects were completed within the threshold of 7.5%

meaning the KPi was passed. We always aim to better this by setting aspirational targets above and beyond the

measured KPis. the newbattle community campus this year fell short of meeting our continuous improvement

target and we will ensure that lessons are learned from this on future projects.

the delivery of complex community infrastructure projects can be challenging and various factors can contribute

to delay in projects, whether in the development stage, or during construction. We work with our clients and the

supply chain to minimise the risk of potential delay and testament to this strength of partnership is our strong track

record over the last nine years, with the majority of our 73 delivered facilities handed over on or ahead of schedule.

We have a number of targets around sustainability on Hub projects and our performance in this area

continues to be good, with all agreed targets being met or exceeded.

Plans are in place on all Hub projects to manage environmental issues and waste. Where our client specifies that

environmental assessments such as brEEaM are targeted, we ensure that the facilities we deliver comply with these.

as demonstrated on page 29 and page 30, where we are piloting a low carbon approach at Queensferry High and

looking at a new Passivhaus model of school in West lothian, we are also keen to help our clients realise Scottish

Government targets in relation to the environment and low carbon.

HeAltH & sAFety

With an accident frequency rates of well below the threshold of 0.4, our three tier 1 Construction

Contractors continue to maintain an excellent safety record.

in this reporting period, as with previous years, no HSE enforcement notices have been received on any Hub South

East construction sites.

Health and Safety remains an area of the utmost importance and is reported on regularly to our board. Where there

are issues, they are identified and resolved as a priority. We continue to ensure that all three construction

contractors share best practice and lessons learned in this area and that this is filtered down the supply chain.

pRoGRAMMe

sustAInABIlIty
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year ended                     year ended

31 March 2017               31 March 2018

profit & loss Account £000s                                     £000s

turnover (development fees, plus payments related to d&b contracts) 37,401                              13,613

cost of Sales (includes payments to d&b contractors) (35,572)                            (11,896)

Gross Profit 1,829                                 1,717

administration Expenses (1,080)                              (1,199)

net interest Payable (mainly on Shareholders Working capital loans) (38)                                          -

Profit for year before tax 711                                    518

corporation tax (59)                                    (98)

Retained profit for year 652                                    420

as at 31 March 2017    as at 31 March 2018

Balance sheet £000s                                     £000s

total assets 4,005                                 4,236

current liabilities (3,785)                              (3,596)

total assets less current liabilities 220                                    640

long term liabilities -                                          -

net Assets 220                                     640

Results
abStract oF accountS

the information below is extracted from the audited financial statements for the year to 31 March 2018.

the company has reported a profit for the year amounting to £420,000.

this is the third year of profit for the company and moves it into a net asset position of £640,000.

the directors do not recommend payment of a dividend in respect of the year.

a summary of the financial performance is as follows: 
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